Connect Wirelessly in the Classroom

Faced with the challenge of choosing the right technology for an ever-changing environment, smart educators choose Kramer’s VIA Collage or VIA Connect PRO. These powerful, easy-to-use wireless connectivity and collaboration solutions support the needs of today’s modern BYOD classrooms, faculty meeting rooms, and boardrooms. VIA needs minimal set-up, yet allows students and teachers to connect, present, and collaborate with the touch of a button.

Not only can VIA wirelessly connect Android and iOS tablets and phones, as well as PC and Apple computers, but only VIA allows multiple participants to dynamically access and make changes to a single piece of content for true collaboration. With video as an essential part of the learning environment, VIA delivers smooth full frame rate HD video every time, so video can be easily integrated into the curriculum without concern about the quality.

With an intuitive interface, collaborative features, enhanced data security, and full frame rate of 1080p60 fps streaming video, both the VIA Collage and VIA Connect PRO ensure that you’re making the most of your class time and efforts.

Visit www.True-Collaboration.com or call: 1-888-275-6311
Set up a classroom with TRUE-Collaboration features that allow you to:

Set up simply, use easily
Connect, present, and collaborate with the touch of a button. Spend more time collaborating and less time calling the help desk.

Focus on learning, not technology
Designed by a professor, VIA was built with the daily user in mind. VIA's user interface features a user-friendly dashboard with easy-to-understand icons for a seamless experience. With VIA, students and teachers can focus on the course matter, not the technology that supports it.

Protect your content
VIA provides industry-leading security with 1024-bit data encryption and dynamic security room codes to protect the content your students and institution value the most.

Stream from Apple and Android devices
VIA allows students to stream anything from an Apple or Android device to the main display. VIA also utilizes iOS mirroring, which allows for a seamless presentation from any MAC device.

Additional features
• 100% scalable—features can be enabled/disabled any time
• 3rd party apps—Skype®, YouTube®, WebEx®, Vimeo®, web browsers, etc. can be easily integrated
• Additional USB and HDMI ports—to access shared drives
• File sharing, screen capture, screen zooming, control enabling, and whiteboard annotation

Visit www.True-Collaboration.com or call: 1-888-275-6311